


Our Story
In this new era, Internet and social media have 

become invaluable sources of information. They have 

become an avenue that is critical to help us get things 

done right and fast. Heck, for most of us, the Internet 

has become part of our lifestyle!

With more than 1.59 million daily blog posts that are 

published every day, too many startup media 

companies focus on publishing trivial stuff, celebrity 

news, and gossip. These kinds of stuff don’t make 

people’s lives better or don’t inspire readers to make a 

positive influence on others.

People should read contents that can make them 

better not bitter! After all, why tear down when you can 

build up?

That’s where the Tycoon.ph team dares to be 

different…

We don’t provide news; instead, we share actionable 

tips, strategies, tips, and insights. We create contents 

and stories to inspire and motivate our readers to 

become a positive force in a world that has been made 

ugly by irresponsible news reporting and tabloid 

journalism.

We believe in the power of evergreen and high-quality 

contents. These contents can move human spirit and 

initiate transformative actions. We believe that our 

community, including our content, contributors, 

members, and readers, have the capability to 

transform the world, one productive information at a 

time!

Tycoon.ph aims to deliver informative, relevant, 

engaging, and educational contents that can stand the 

test of time and inspire generations of Filipinos.

There is beauty in this world. You just have to know 

where to find it. And it starts with us.



Website Stats
Awarded as the Best Business and Finance Blog in the Philippines 

by Bloggys, Tycoon.ph is a premier resource for people who want 

to learn new business opportunities, improve their income, and 

become better entrepreneurs.

OVER

Unique Visitors per month

OVER

Pageviews

OVER

Email Subscribers

OVER

Social Media Fans

85% of our traffic comes from Organic Search

Average website visit duration is over 4 minutes with only 44% bounce rate.



Our Audience
Our presence focus have been always the 

who, not the how many. Just how your brand 

caters to specific audience, we know who we 

serve.

We believe that our engaged, loyal readers 

crave our carefully selected content  that 

drives purchases, conversion, and buzz.

We offer two things no other media site does: 

consistent quality and enabling actions.

User Profile:

∙ 73% of our readers are from the Philippines, 

followed by United States, UAE, Saudi and 

Singapore.

∙ Our audiences are interested in business 

opportunities more than any other topics.

∙ 74% of users aged 25+

∙ 60% of our readers are female and 40% are 

male.



Banner Advertising
Generate more website visits and sales by securing a placement 

at our website. Below are the available ad placements.

Large Skyscraper $6.00
300 x 600 Top Right Sidebar CPM

Before Content $7.00
300 x 250 Top Right Content CPM

In-Post Content $6.50
300 x 250 Center Content CPM

Ad will rotate with other ads, and it will run for 30 days. If we did not reach the 

impressions you’ve ordered within a full 30-day campaign, we extrapolate 

based on data we have. Concerned about ad blockers? No worries! We do 

not count impressions from visitors using ad blockers, and we do not display 

your ad for those impressions.

∙ 1 CPM = 1,000 Impressions. Minimum 5 CPM to order.

∙ You can order up to 150 monthly CPM per placement.

∙ Geo-targeting is available. 

∙ Accepted payment methods are Western Union and Paypal.

You may contact roel@tycoon.ph for ad status and availability.



Sponsored Content
Connect with our audience by developing an insight-driven 

marketing program for your brand.

Sponsored Content $300
500-word article + promotion

Our sponsored content advertising includes:

∙ Publishing a 500-word post (provided by you)

∙ A custom featured image

∙ Up to 3 links

∙ Paid Post Boost on our Facebook Page

∙ Featured placement on our newsletter

Please send your content at roel@tycoon.ph  for review and how to move 

forward. Accepted payment methods are Western Union and Paypal.

We only accept up to 4 sponsored content advertisers per month.

“62% of my Workshop Participants came from 

Tycoon.ph Sponsored Content Advertising”

- Venchito Tampon, Sharprocket



Brands that we’ve worked with

Next Step
Contact our publisher at roel@tycoon.ph  to secure an advertising placement or 

to learn more how we can collaborate together.


